
P A R T
TWO
Understanding
positive reinforcement

(Experienced +R / clicker 
trainers can skip ahead to 
Part Three: Teaching Core 
Stabilizers)



The “intrinsic” part of Intrinzen refers to intrinsic motivation, and 
in the science of motivation, a crucial requirement for intrinsic 
motivation is autonomy. Positive reinforcement lets us give the 
horse at least some sense of autonomy in these exercises. But 
autonomy is not the only reason we use positive reinforcement, 
especially with posture work. 

Building a horse’s healthy posture, stability, balance, etc. is much 
harder and usually impossible if the horse is tense, bracing, or 
resisting pressure. To help the horse learn to develop his posture 
and balance himself, we need to avoid anything he might resist, 
brace against, or lean on. And since we can’t use pressure, that 
means we can’t use the release of pressure. The clicker is how we 
communicate, teach, and motivate when we can’t use release.

The clicker serves one purpose: to mark the exact behavior 
we want. It is the learning and communication equivalent of the 
release. Of course the only reason the horse cares about the click 
is because the click sound is linked in the horse’s mind to the treat 
reward that he knows he always gets after the click sound.

A clicker? Seriously? THIS

lets us do THIS without whips, sticks, tight 

contract, in other words: without force. 

And no force means no bracing, resistance, 

tension against the source of pressure.



Have you ever tried to give a horse a treat at 
the moment he’s going over a jump? Or when 
he’s doing that perfect canter depart? Or his first 
step of piaffe? Or even just taking a lovely trot 
on the longe line? To give a horse a treat reward 
without using a “marker” (like a clicker), we are 
forced to reward the horse for just one thing: 
standing.  At the time we can actually give the 
horse a treat, he is always just... standing.

Without the marker sound, the horse has no 
way to recognize that the treat he’s eating now 
was for something else he did earlier.

With pressure/release, the release is the moment 
you wish to reinforce. But since we’re asking 
the horse to do these behaviors on his own, we 
can’t use release. The clicker acts as a “bridge” 
between the behavior we’re rewarding (what 
the horse is doing at the moment we click) and 
actual delivery of the reward. It typically takes no 
more than a few days for a horse to understand 
the relationship between the treat and the 
“bridge” signal (click).

The clicker lets us decouple marking the behavior from 
delivering the reward. 

It’s not possible to throw a treat in the horse’s mouth at the 
moment he is flying over the jump, so we must wait until he is 
standing on the other side. Without the clicker, the horse will 
assume he is getting a treat NOT for going over the jump, but for 
standing on the opposite side of it.
We want the horse to know the reward is for going over the 
jump, NOT for what he is doing when we give him the reward.

Without a “bridge”, it’s nearly impossible to expect an animal 
to understand that the treat you’re giving him now is actually 
for something totally different he did earlier. The clicker is the 
“bridge” that gives us that precision and clarity.
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Maybe. But you might not want to.

The clicker makes an unmistakable, sharp sound that’s processed by the 
brain faster than a spoken word such as “yes” or “good”. A mechanical 
clicker sound has acoustic attributes that take a shortcut into the brain, 
bypassing the cortex. The slight delay when the brain processes a word 
means a word can never be as precise at marking the exact thing you 
want your horse to do. 

The loss of speed/precision if using a spoken word instead of a click 
sound makes the learning process harder and slower for the horse.  

You can avoid using a mechanical clicker if you develop a useful whistle or 
“mouth click” — a sound that is crisp, loud, consistent, and unmistakable
But most people we’ve worked with have not managed to develop a 
mouth click that’s loud and sharp enough to work while riding (especially 
in gallop).

If you give a mouth click while standing near the horse, as in the crunch 
exercise, you don’t need to be loud. But once you start riding, or working 
at a distance from your horse, or it’s windy...

“Can I use my voice instead of a clicker?”

A mechanical clicker is far more precise and processed by the brain much faster than a spoken word. 
The Intrinzen posture exercises depend on crisp, exact timing. Using a word like “yes” or “good” will  make the learning process much slower and less effective. 



Think of the clicker as tack
It’s just another piece of equipment that you always 
have. The perceived burden of always having to carry 
a clicker becomes a non-issue once you develop the 
habit. Ways to use a clicker:

On a wrist coil
You can buy these at any hardware store or on 
Amazon. In our tack room, you’ll find a dozen 
clickers on wrist coils hanging next to the bridles.

On a neck lanyard
You can buy lanyards at any hardware store or also 
on Amazon. This is not our preferred way to use 
them, but we always keep some hanging in the barn 
as “emergency backup clickers”.

Taped to a dressage whip
If you already carry a whip, this makes an easy 
transition, though we don’t recommend this for the 
fist several months (we’ll look at the reasons for this 
temporary “suspension” of whips a little later in the 
book).

Taped to a telescoping presentation pointer
This is our favorite tool for all training, ground or 
riding. It folds up to fit in your pocket, but can be 
extended to nearly the length of dressage whip, 
but most horses will not perceive this as a whip, 
especially if you keep it short.
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Riding with a clicker is outside the 
scope of this book, but riding is the 
ultimate purpose of the Intrinzen 
program. Or rather, helping a horse 
have a happier, healthier, sustainable 
experience as a riding horse.

A clicker taped to a telescoping 
presentation pointer is our favorite 
tool to use a clicker while riding. It 
feels ergonomically balanced (you can 
adjust the length to whatever works 
best for you), and you can easily hold 
the “antenna” and reins in virtually the 
same way you would hold a dressage 
whip. 

(Note: If you’re considering going “all-in” to 
do the Intrinzen program beyond just core 
posture work, you might have questions 
about how it works under saddle, and we 
take a brief look at some of those questions 
near the end of this book.)

Riding with a clicker (the “antenna”)

Riding with a clicker looks just like... 

riding. Except if you look closely, the 

“dressage whip” is a little different.
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Intrinzen requires Positive Reinforcement  (+R) 
Positive reinforcement (+R) training is based on the same underlying 
psychological/learning science as all horse training — operant conditioning. 
With operant conditioning, learning is based on consequences. 
Consequences can be either reinforcing or punishing for the learner, and 
behaviors that lead to a desirable, reinforcing consequence are more likely 
to be repeated. Behaviors that lead to an undesirable consequence are less 
likely to be repeated.  Basically : If you do [x] and something good happens, 
you’ll want to do [x] again. If you do [y] and something bad happens, you 
won’t want to do [y] again.

In operant conditioning, reinforcing consequences can be either the 
addit ion of something good (a reward) OR the subtract ion of 
something bad (release of pressure). Most horse training is based on the 
removal/subtraction of something, which in operant conditioning terms is 
“negative reinforcement”. The “negative” in negative reinforcement just 
means subtracting/removing. Training with negative reinforcement (– R) 
means there is something the horse wants relief from that will be removed 
when the horse does the right thing. Release of pressure is textbook 
negative reinforcement — the horse learns that the consequence for a 
certain behavior is release from the annoying pressure (i.e. the pressure is 
subtracted). Positive reinforcement means something good is added (usually 
a treat reward) when the horse does the right thing.

[Note: operant conditioning includes not just reinforcement but also punishment, 
which carries dangerous, lasting side effects. We never use punishment, and won’t be 
discussing it in this book.]

+R
The + in +R refers to “addition”. 
The behavior is reinforced by 
adding something good. If the 
horse does a behavior we want 
and gets a treat reward, that’s +R. 

With +R, something the horse 
wants is added (a treat) but with 
– R, something he does NOT 
want (pressure) is subtracted.
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make a full page that is like the sidebar on previous 
page of Vafi

Horses trained with positive reinforcement (+ R) can 
perform physically difficult movements without force or 
escalating pressure, because they are engaged in playful 
activity with rewards. 
Work becomes a game. 

In this photo, Vafi is volunteering an extremely 
effortful “fancy” collected move, a deeply difficult 
movement he’s never been asked to do. Using negative 
reinforcement (– R pressure-release) training, he 
would have no reason to offer new, hard behaviors, 
and would instead do them only as a way to find relief.



+R

-R
Horse’s motivation: If I do this behavior, something I want 
relief from will be subtracted. 

With negative reinforcement, we give the horse a chance to earn 
relief if he does what we want, by subtracting pressure. Here, I put 
pressure on the lead rope and when Draumur looks toward me, 
he gets an immediate release of pressure from the rope. When 
the horse feels consistent or escalating uncomfortable pressure, 
he will work for relief from that pressure. When we train with 
-R,  we typically apply a light or moderately annoying pressure 
with reins, legs, a stick, our body language, etc. and learning occurs 
when the horse recognizes which behavior provides relief from 
that consistent pressure. 

Negative 
Reinforcement

Horse’s motivation: If I do this behavior, I might get a 
“good” thing (the treat reward is added).

With positive reinforcement, we give the horse a possibility of 
something special if he does what we suggest. In this photo, 
Steinar is using literally the same halter and rope from the 
picture above, but rather than negative reinforcement (relief 
from pressure on the rope) Steinar gives Kommi a non-
pressure body language cue and Kommi knows that while 
he does not need to respond, if he does lift his leg, there is a 
chance he will earn a reward. 

Positive 
Reinforcement



Most riding involves -R, and Intrinzen is +R, how do you still RIDE?

Virtually everything we do in Intrinzen is ultimately about riding. It’s about helping the horses have an easier, 
safer, happier, better experience carrying a rider.  We do not make a big distinction between riding and ground 
work. It’s all the same stuff for the horse doing this “work”, only sometimes the rider is up there 
instead of on the ground. And because the horse has already mastered the movements on the ground, without 
physical manipulation, there is no need for force from the rider. From the horse’s perspective, he’s just doing 
the same thing he already knows but happens to have a rider on board.  We do sometimes use pressure, and 
we do sometimes use -R while riding, but mostly as a cue/clue, but ONLY for horses that are already clear 
that they have the right to refuse.  And we never use pressure to force the horse into complying.

Our approach to riding is this: we help the horse develop 
himself in such a way that the rider need only cue the 
horse to do what the horse is already easily doing on 
the ground without a rider. The rider’s job, then, is to stay 
out of the horse’s way. With Intrinzen, there is no big line 
between groundwork and riding. It’s all the same for a 
horse that is strong and empowered and motivated.

When the horse already knows how to do the movements 
in self-carriage, he does not need any force or pressure to 
do the movements. Here, a simple bitless bridle is enough to 
maintain light “communication”. When the horse is able to do 
everything on the ground without force, there is never a need 
for force in the saddle. Traansitioning to riding is simply about 
using exercise physiology to help the horse learn to carry the 
extra weight.



The main problem with -R pressure/release training is the escalating 
pressure when the horse does not respond. Most horsemanship using 
-R/pressure-release is using “the release” not just to communicate, but 
also to enforce compliance and obedience. In most -R training, the horse is 
never allowed to ignore or refuse. In most -R training, the horse always 
knows that requests are NOT optional. Pressure/release training isn’t 
working simply because of the pressure/release, it’s working because 
of the always-present threat of much worse pressure. Pressure/release 
training is effective because the horse has learned he has no choice.

The Intrinzen approach depends on the horse having a choice (when 
possible). Because our ultimate goal is intrinsically rewarding behaviors, and 
because intrinsic motivation requires autonomy, we must give the horse 
an option.  As much as possible, we want the exercises to be voluntary. 
We’re using +R because there is no other practical way to offer the 
horse autonomy in learning and “work.”

This doesn’t mean we can’t ever USE pressure  — it just means we 
can’t ESCALATE the pressure to enforce compliance. 

Note: escalating pressure does not always have to mean harder/stronger/
harsher pressure. Sustaining the same light pressure for some period of 
time can often cause stress and worsening discomfort for the horse. So 
when we say we use “non-escalating” pressure, that ALSO means we 
don’t keep asking and asking if the horse does not respond.

The big problem with –R isn’t the pressure, 
it’s the escalation of pressure

We use “pressure” in many different 
ways in Intrinzen, and often we want the 
horse to move toward pressure instead 
of away. Or to soften the area we touch 
instead of move it away from our touch. 
We do use pressure, but the key is that 
the pressure must never escalate. 

And we do not personally use pressure 
with a horse until after a horse has 
already become confident that he 
always has the right to say “no”. We 
do not use pressure until after the 
horse has transitioned into accepting 
that he will never be forced to do a 
movement.



Light pressure can be a clear, helpful cue but also a clue that tells 
the horse what we’re looking for. A horse that’s experienced in 
+R knows there’s a possibility of a treat reward in this “game” 
and typically has an opposite response to light pressure cues 
from a horse in a -R context. Instead of feeling “I must figure 
out and do what it takes to make the pressure stop OR ELSE 
IT WILL GET WORSE”, +R pressure can evoke, “Bring it! Game 
on!” or simply, “thanks for the clue!” 
 
But in the early stages of using +R with a horse, be extremely 
cautious about anything the horse still associates with escalating 
pressure. If the horse still perceives there’s a chance you will 
enforce a request, you should (temporarily, at least) remove any 
of the tools your horse associates with escalating pressure. 

If anyone has used a whip to hit this horse, even if it was just a 
fairly light whack, then don’t hold a whip during the early stages 
of the posture exercises. If anyone has used the end of the rope 
to sting (or threaten to) the horse when he didn’t respond, then 
don’t use that kind of rope (or any rope) during the early stages 
of the posture exercises. There is always an alternate tool to use 
that the horse does not perceive as a potential threat. (example: 
a dog leash instead of a rope with leather popper, a pool noodle 
instead of a whip, etc.)

Pressure can be OK if the horse 
knows he still has a choice

A piece of foam makes a great replacement for a whip. 
The horse does not associate the foam with escalating 
the pressure (aka “upping the phases”), so he does not 
perceive it as an implicit “do this or else” threat.



Posture Exercises work differently with negative reinforcement (-R)
In the expert hands of a professional trainer, escalating pressure (sometimes referred to as “upping the 
phases”) is typically so clear that the horse rarely needs it more than once. The goal of humane trainers, 
of course, is never to beat the horse but to make the high pressure effective enough (through discomfort/
pain) so that afterwards, light pressure will be enough to provoke a response. This is based on the 
premise that the horse quickly realizes that light pressure leads to much stronger pressure or pain if 
ignored. In other words, the horse now anticipates the extreme pressure, responding to the light pressure 
to avoid the painful escalation he knows will happen if he doesn’t. The problem with this is that however 
humanely it’s done, the horse is still doing the behavior because he fears the consequences of NOT doing it. 
That’s what most horsemanship is based on, and it obviously works. But it does NOT give us a way to 
create authentic, functional movements.

Hrimnir practices his posture exercises including exagerrated 
walk (Panther Walk) without any manipulation or force. He will 
keep trying to impress us with his posture for nearly as long as 
we are near him. 

Because we are not using -R for posture, the horse has no 
unnecessary tension or resistance when performing the physically 
hard movements. In traditional work meant to encourage the 
horse to LIFT his back, engage the abdominal muscles, poof up 
through the withers (raise the base of the neck) pressure is 
applied under the horse’s belly (when standing on the ground) or 
else using spurs to encourage the horse to move away from the 
pressure. This does not support the kind of long-term posture 
and functional movement change we’re looking for (and we could 
not possibly use this same under-the-belly pressure when riding).
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Pressure causes the muscles to respond differently

Here, Steinar is using his hand for body awareness, and asking 
Vafi not to move away from the pressure, but to relax and fill the 
area under his hand.  Using positive reinforcement, we can ask 
the horses to move INTO pressure! ALL riding requires a horse 
to move INTO pressure, as moving away from the pressure of a 
rider will cause damage to the horse’s spine.

With +R, the horse has 
nothing to resist, nothing to 
brace against, and none of the 
stressful tension that comes 
from being forced to perform 
the exercise. Plus, the horse 
begins offering the postures 
willingly, even when you’re 
not asking. 
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Fear of consequences can cause tension in the muscles during an exercise, and that tension can 
potentially increase the risk of damaging a joint, ligament, or tendon. 

We are deliberately working to avoid both the physical and mental/emotional stress associated with 
performing difficult exercises. For posture work to be effective and lasting, we need the horse to 
put himself into the postures because it is a natural reaction, rather than trying to avoid the “bad” 
consequence of pressure or punishment. Most of all, we want the horse to feel that he can explore 
working on the posture exercises without stress, and this lets the horse offer movements that are 
completely natural, but if trained with force, would need for more advanced training.

Less tension and stress means less chance of injury

Steinar asked Exlfaxi to accelerate forward 
from a standing posture exercise. The natural, 
automatic response from the body is to engage 
the myotatic “stretch reflex”, to reflexively 
lengthen the muscles to put extra tension on 
the muscle spindle which is THEN used as 
stored energy to help spring the horse up and 
forward. Steinar did NOT ask Elfaxi to “lower 
his haunches” or “engage his hindquarters”. He 
asked for a movement which would cause this 
to happen as an automatic, natural, authentic 
reaction!

Had Steinar tried to train Elfaxi to flex the joints 
of his hind-end this using pressure and force, it 
would have put Elfaxi at greater risk for injury, 
especially in performing such a physically difficult 
exercise. 

This is a natural movement the horse was born 
with. Horses were born with the natural ability 
to “collect” in preparation for agile movement!
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Flexing the hind-end 
is NOT an “advanced” 
movement!

The Classical Training Scale 
puts collection at the very top. 
Training a horse with force to 
take more weight on his hind 
legs, to flex and “fold”  the 
joints of the hind-end takes a 
VERY long time. Or at least it 
should, if training using force. 

But this is a capability the 
horse was born with, and most 
horses can access this in an 
authentic, safe, way... without 
any training!
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With Intrinzen posture we use a clicker as a clear marker signal, and we use 
positive reinforcement.  But the Intrinzen approach differs from many “clicker 
training” practices in several areas.  Our main focus is on the type of motivation 
referred to in our name: intrinsic. In the science of motivation, intrinsic 
motivation is profoundly different from extrinsic motivation, and ALL operant 
conditioning (including both+R and -R) is extrinsic motivation. The Intrinzen 
approach uses +R as a crucial tool, but we use it within a broader context 
of motivation science and movement science. Because of BOTH motivation 
and movement science, we deviate from the best practices of what is typically 
referred to as “clicker training”.

We use a clicker, but we’re not “clicker trainers”

Intrinzen is based on helping the 
horse develop intrinsically rewarding 
behaviors and functional movement. 
This means we must develop 
behaviors a horse finds motivating for 
himself, not simply for the click/treat. 

We use +R and the clicker to help 
enable activities that will cause  
behaviors and movements we want 
as side-effects. We ultimately want 
the horse to be motivated by not 
only external reinforcers like treats 
(or pressure), but also by the joy of 
moving his body in powerful, balanced 
ways.

Though we use the clicker as 
our communication tool, clicker/
treats does not automatically 
give us the type of motivation we 
need (intrinsic) because any form 
of +R (or -R) is a purely extrinsic 
reinforcer.  To use and develop 
intrinsic motivation, we must 
inspire other behaviors the horse 
finds self-rewarding, but it is the 
clicker that helps us get there.



The Intrinzen approach is about helping any horse find (and 
love) some of the physically demanding postures a typical 
healthy horse displays when playing and showing off. 

Vafi had never displayed any playful stallion/gelding behavior like 
rearing or reaching with his front legs in the six years before 
starting this. But Intrinzen posture eventually became part of 
his natural way of interacting with others, as his self-confidence, 
movement ability, and playfulness improved dramatically.
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If the horse has learned to 
“respect” the sting of a whip, 
lead rope snap, “training stick”, or 
leather popper, then we must not 
use those until the horse trusts 
that those tools will not be used 
to force him to do the exercises.



Theories about the dominant alpha leader have been largely 
debunked, with studies suggesting that what we see in un-natural 
settings, such as small herds without 24/7 access to wide open space 
and food, does not reflect horse behavior in a more natural setting. 

But the increased food-related aggression, dominance, threatening 
body language, and testing, we see in unnatural settings when horses 
feel pressured to compete for limited resources, has been mistaken 
for the natural way horses interact and communicate. This gave rise 
to methods of training based largely on the trainer behaving more 
like a dominant horse, in order to earn “respect”, by being the “alpha 
leader.”

Horses in nature spend most of their time moving toward that which 
they seek and want, whether it’s food, water, play, companionship. 
They spend only the smallest slice of time threatening others or 
moving away from serious threats of others. Negative reinforcement 
training is based on horses wanting to move away from threats, 
while positive reinforcement is based on horses wanting to move 
toward things they like. They are both equally “natural”, but positive 
reinforcement is a much closer mapping to how horses spend the 
majority of their time in nature.

The Intrinzen approach is NOT for those who need 
absolute, 100% obedience. Whenever possible, we give 
the horse a choice to say no. 

What about leadership and obedience?

Horses that seek companionship with 
one another may play dominance 
“games”, but their relationship is not 
based on threats of aggression. They 
actively seek mutual interaction and try 
to entice play. Neuroscience studies have 
shown that play fights do NOT “bring 
out” more aggression in mammals!

Intrinzen is based on the relationship of 
social herd-mates, not the fear and so-
called “respect” for a dominant horse.
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The theory of the “alpha” horse always being the one 
to “move the feet” of the other is simply... wrong.  
Extensive studies on mammal play have shown that 
healthy, happy animals deliberately handicap themselves 

so that their less-capable peer can “win” at 
least 40% of the time! The horse that 

NEVER allows its feet to be 
moved by another horse is 

the horse NOBODY wants 
to play with.  To engage 

in positive social 
relationships with a 
horse, we must let 
go of the need to 
NEVER let our 
feet be moved.

Who moves the feet?  
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We believe safety does not come from the horse respecting 
or fearing us, but from us helping the horse develop his own 
self-respect through balance and autonomy. A confident, agile, 
willing-to-interact horse is a safer horse.

Our belief is that how the horse feels about us is a reflection 
of how he feels about himself, and that his trust in us comes 
from our consistent commitment to helping him become 
what he most wants to be: an awesome horse.
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A common, rational concern for people 
considering +R training is the fact that even 
a happy, non-aggressive otherwise gentle 
horse can be inadvertently dangerous if 
he does not know the “boundaries” of 
acceptable behavior, how fragile a human 
is, etc. In most traditional training, these 
boundaries are set using some form of 
punishment or “correction”, to essentially 
frighten the horse into not trying that again. 
In many popular horsemanship approaches, 
the goal is to make the horse treat you 
as the “dominant alpha leader”, which 
often means to frighten the horse into 
“respecting” your warnings.

We use an almost opposite definition of 
“respect”. We help the horse learn how 
to play and move in a way that is safe for 
humans by teaching him through +R.  We 
do not engage in potentially dangerous play 
with the horse until we are certain of our 
own and the horse’s safety, or we do it from 
behind a protective barrier.

Steinar knows he is safe in play with 
Draumur because of the learning history 
they’ve established. At any time, Steinar 
can ask Draumur to instantly stand 
calmly. 

Don’t you need to 
“set boundaries”? 
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Rather than chasing the horses 
with a plastic bag on a stick, 
Steinar shows them that they 
can pretend to be the predator, 
“stalking” the plastic bag. 

Turning the prey/predator 
dynamic inside-out helps the 
horse develop confidence far 
more reliably and effectively than 
by forcing the horse to tolerate 
that which he fears.

But the much greater benefit 
of the exercises with a target 
comes from movement science. 
The horse’s brain and nervous 
system respond to an external 
movement focus in extremely 
beneficial ways. 

Giving the horse’s brain an 
external “movement goal”, 
acts as both a motivator and 
a true performance-enhancer. 
The horse’s brain optimizes the 
movement and performs in 
ways the horse might not be 
motivated or even CAPABLE 
of doing without this external 
target.
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A beautiful paradox: 
The more the horse is allowed to say “no”, the more willing he is to say “yes.”

A horse trained with escalating pressure suddenly given a chance to say “no”, will take that chance. They test 
their newly-given right, and explore the boundaries. They appear to find it nearly impossible to believe there 
will be no bad consequence if they say, “no, I’d rather not do that.” But then an amazing thing happens— they 
begin to trust the new world they’ve found themselves in, and they start to see the human more like a partner 
or “coach”, a playful facilitator of interesting and challenging puzzles, with surprisingly rewarding results. And as 
the horse comes to trust that he will never be forced to do something he finds painful or stressful, he beings to 
say “yes” more and more. We believe it is this, not our “dominant leadership” that is the true essence of trust.



This turns out to be a complex answer, and we’ll save most of it for other books or vidoes. The short answer 
is that we use a combination of “shaping” — a behavioral science approach to training that allows us to 
slowly, steadily reward “successive approximations” of what we want the horse to do,  AND we combine 
it with the authentic, automatic reactions the horse makes as a result of activities we design. Shaping takes 
creativity and practice, and it’s a crucial skill for any form of positive reinforcement training. Shaping helps you 
teach and build new behaviors, while also refining and raising the performance of existing behaviors. Shaping 
makes up the majority of time and effort for most “traditional” uses of positive reinforcement. But remember, 
we do not use clicker training in the “normal” way, so we use shaping quite differently. However, for 
the purposes of this “getting started” book, we’ll look at the more traditional way of using shaping.

How do you get the horse to do things at liberty without -R?

Exaggerated walk is usually shaped over many weeks, as a horse 
would never have simply offered this behavior on his own. Some 
elements of this fancy walk that can be shaped over time include 
(but not necessarily in this order):

Lifting the front legs. The big front leg reach can begin by 
holding a piece of foam in front of the canon bone and asking the 
horse to reach forward and touch it. 

Lifting the back. The horse can be reinforced for lifting through 
his withers, starting with the smallest subtle shift in posture and 
incrementally rewarding for more elevation at the withers.

Straightness/Symmetry. The horse can be reinforced for a slight 
bend to the inside or outside by first shaping him to look slightly 
toward a target (or the person), and then incrementally rewarding 
for more “correct” bend.

NOTE: While we DO still use some shaping for the exaggerated 
walk (we have a variation we call Panther Walk), we NO 
LONGER use “micro-shaping” for most movements! 
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Goal behavior: chasing the plastic bag on the end of a whip
Most horses won’t instinctively chase a moving object, let alone a plastic bag made into a giant 
cat toy. As prey animals, horses don’t spend much time practicing stalking and attacking like a 
predator. But we can “shape” a complex behavior by breaking it into smaller subtasks, and by 
figuring out ways to increase the chance the horse will offer the behavior (or any of its smaller 
sub-behaviors) without being forced. Stalking the bag takes many steps to shape, but to give you 
an idea of how the goal behavior (chase the bag) can be VERY different from the behavior you 
first begin shaping, the first two steps are shown below:

 
Shaping step one: sniff the bag
Most horses will instinctively sniff a bag that once held horse feed. Helga gives Tyr a chance to 
sniff the bag, and reinforces (clicks/rewards) every time he sniffs it Helga is using sniff the bag 
as the first step of shaping chase the bag. After Tyr has had one or two sessions of just sniff, 
Helga can walk a few steps away with the bag before stopping, which prompts Tyr to walk a 
few steps closer to the bag so he can do what he knows will earn the reward: sniff it.

 
Shaping step two: step on the bag
Tyr now understands the goal is to sniff the bag, but Helga then begins walking away with it, so 
Tyr instinctively steps on it to stop it from moving.  He steps on it to stop it from moving so 
he can sniff it and get the reward. Tyr then gets a few sessions where he is rewarded heavily for 
stepping on the bag. Now he realizes the “game” has changed from sniff to step (or stomp!) 
Within a few days of this step, many horses will automatically chase the bag at higher speed 
trying to “catch” it by stomping. 

[Warning: the ‘stalk the bag’ exercise can be dangerous if not done appropriately. We 
recommend this ONLY within a progressive, safe training framework.]

Shaping Example: chasing the bag

1.

2.



Shaping is an important skill for those on a force-free journey.

Shaping is teaching without force. The goal of good shaping is error-free learning.
The purpose of the Intrinzen work on the ground is to teach the horse to be balanced and strong and agile 
and  “expert” at what we could be asking for on his back, so that the horse is empowered to perform the 
movements without being stressed, manipulated, annoyed, or micro-managed.

But it is NOT what we use to develop most of the big, authentic movements. We use shaping to teach the 
activities — the “building blocks”— for communicating with the horse, but we no longer try to shape HOW 
the horse actually performs the movements! In other words, we use shaping for the WHAT (“stomp the 
bag”, “show off”, “reach for the target”, etc.) but we want the horse’s BRAIN to orchestrate the HOW. This 
is the heart of how we use movement science today at Intrinzen, but it is beyond the scope of this eBook. 

And again, we must and DO use shaping to help teach the horse the fundamental activities we use, but we 
no longer try to shape (or especiall micro-shape) the exact way in which the horse performs a movement.
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We’ve all seen it— the formerly well-mannered horse grows 
horns and becomes a grabbing, biting, belligerent nightmare 
around treats. 

Introducing hand-fed treats to a horse without a clear 
framework for doing so can lead to troubling and possibly 
dangerous behaviors. Fortunately, nearly all of these potential 
problems are either prevented or easily solved using a 
careful protocol tested for decades by thousands of animal 
behaviorists. The problems treats can create can be serious, 
but they’re solvable. And given the tremendous benefit of 
using food rewards in training (for invoking the brain’s seeking 
system, etc.), it’s well worth the effort to solve them.

We hope that those who’ve given up on treats because of past 
difficulty will try again with a fresh perspective and toolkit.
 
The biggest problems most people face are from the 
horse’s frustration in the presence of treats. And most of that 
disappears on its own as the horse learns how it all works, 
and develops patience and trust. And though you can teach the 
horse to behave better around treats (using +R of course), 
most horses don’t need to be explicitly taught treat-related 
behaviors if the  trainer follows a strict set of rules for 
promising and delivering treats.

“But my horse turns into a monster if I use treats!”

The sudden presence of treats for a horse 

that is not used to getting them brings 

up emotions the horse may not be able 

to control initially. Excitement, anxiety, 

frustration can seem overwhelming for 

both horse and human at first.

Grabbing, “mugging”, nipping, amped up, 

behavior around treats is typical and 

temporary, and can be easily solved by 

following a few simple guidelines.
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There’s no such thing as a Treat Monster, only horses 
that have not yet learned to trust the process of 
learning with treats. The next few pages are tips that 
can solve virtually all treat-related problems. Elfaxi, our 
stallion,  is polite and patient with treats, despite his 
initial intense enthusiasm around them. He was never 
punished, “corrected”, or stressed in any way while 
learning to work with treats, so he associates only good 
things with this form of learning and interaction.



NEVER give the horse a treat, ever, unless it’s preceded by a click. 

The sooner a horse learns there is never a time when going straight to your hand or 
treat pocket actually “works”, the sooner they stop trying. Horses learn quickly that 
all treats must be earned, and their focus shifts to “what behavior does she want?”

Two rules that can prevent or fix most treat problems

1. 

Before he gets THIS He MUST hear THIS* Every time.
No exceptions!

NEVER give the horse a treat, ever, when he’s hungry. 

The best way to reduce treat-related anxiety is to make the treat less valuable to his 
brain. And the best way to do that is to make sure the horse has recently eaten a meal. The less 
hungry a horse is, the less likely his food-related instincts will cause problems. But the other way 
to reduce the value of a treat is to simply use a less tasty treat. Horses that might struggle in the 
face of a molasses oat horse cookie often turn up their nose at a handful of grass pellets. 

2. 

Before he gets THIS He should have THIS



1. Always precede a treat reward with a click. Always. Make sure everyone involved with the 
horse adheres to this rule. No exceptions (until the horse is patient and confident).

2. Work with the horse only when he has recently eaten, until you are certain that being a little hungry 
won’t change his behavior around treats.

3. Deliver the treat with your arm FULLY extended, and never close to your body. We need the horse 
to understand that there is never a reason to move closer to us to get the treats. Most horses will quickly 
figure out that the treat is going to be delivered a full arm’s length away from the rest of you.

4. Present the treat with a closed fist, palm facing down. The instant the horse closes his mouth, 
turn your hand over and let him take the treat. (Until the horse is more relaxed about taking the treat.)

5. If the horse is overly-excited by the treats, give lower-value treats (like grass pellets instead of 
sweet cookies or carrots, etc.)

6. If the horse is overly-excited by the treats, give them more to chew.The act of chewing can help 
tell the horse’s brain that yes, it’s getting the food it was seeking. 

7. Increase your rate of reinforcement. If your horse is frustrated because you aren’t clicking often 
enough, lower your criteria (i.e. ask for something smaller/easier so you can click every few seconds). 

8. Deliver the treat more quickly — within 3 seconds of the click (until the horse develops 
patience/confidence around the process). Make sure you have the treats in an easy-to-access pocket! You 
don’t want to be fumbling for the treat when the horse has not yet learned to trust that it’s coming.

Most treat problems disappear if you:



Once you click to mark a behavior to reward, we don’t want the horse to feel that he must do 
yet another behavior in order to actually get the treat he just earned. But you do get to choose 
where you will deliver the reward. Most horses new to clicker training will hear the click and 
immediately swing their head toward you, anticipating the treat. Your job is to simply ignore 
whatever the horse does and hold your arm out where you want his nose to be, typically away 
from your pockets. But you can also use the delivery to help build habits not just for better treat-
taking manners but also to influence their posture.

Deliver the treat where you want the horse’s nose to be

If you have a horse that tends to curl his neck and head 
down, you can deliver the treat further out in front of his 
chest to help counteract this. And if he tends to swing 
his head toward you, calmly place your hand in a line 
straight in front of his chest, with your arm extended. 
The horse will soon learn that there is no point in 
swinging his head toward you.

Vafi has a tendency to look away from the person 
and keep his head high, so Steinar delivers the treat in 
a way that counteracts this, requiring Vafi to arch his 
neck and look slightly toward Steinar. The goal is not 
to ask for a second behavior (for the already-earned 
treat) but simply to place your hand with the treat in a 
position encouraging better posture and manners.
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All horses learn to stop swinging their head around to get the treat once they 
realize that it never works. They learn quickly that the only way to get the treat 
is to have their nose exactly where you plan on delivering the treat. If he swings 
his head back, don’t react! Never punish or correct him when he is operating 
within the “seeking” system, since it is vital to the entire learning process! Just 
calmly keep delivering the treat with your arm fully extended, palm down, in 
front of his chest. He will soon build the habit of staying in that position, waiting.
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When you’re first starting with treats, even if you follow the earlier rules, your horse might still 
have a period of time where he decides it’s worth checking out your pockets or the treat bag 
just in case. This is a perfectly reasonable, NOT disrespectful behavior for a normal, 
healthy horse. By bringing treats into the picture, you have activated his brain’s “Seeking” 
system (which is precisely what makes the learning so effective and powerful), and it’s the horse’s 
brain that’s telling him to explore, to experiment, to test, to be curious, and to find out what the 
possibilities are for finding and getting more of these treats. 

If we view this as disrespectful or unwanted behavior, we risk punishing (and crushing) the exact 
neurological state in the horse we MOST want!

Bottom line: if you punish him (even just a minor correction) for behaviors when he is operating 
in the seeking system that you have activated, you will never be able to get the benefits of that 
system.  A horse that is punished for grabbing at a treat, or swinging his head into your space 
while learning how this “game” works, will never then offer you, on his own, the kinds of beautiful 
and amazing movements you want. That light smack to the head or jerk of the lead rope could 
cost you that liberty piaffe you otherwise might have gotten 12 weeks from now.  It’s not worth it.

This does NOT mean we must then learn to accept and live with these 
behaviors we don’t want. Just because we don’t punish/correct the behaviors does NOT 
means we are STUCK with them. First, many of these behaviors completely disappear on their 
own quite early with consistency. But second, for those “unwanted” behaviors that DO persist, 
we can easily teach the horse a different behavior to do instead. In other words, there is always a 
+R solution, but if we try to solve a behavior problem using -R, we risk losing ALL benefits of +R.

Crucial: ignore everything else the horse does “wrong”
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Ignoring behavior you don’t want is the 
MOST difficult part for most people coming 
from a -R training context. In a typical 
pressure/release/escalation framework, 
allowing a horse to “get away with it” can 
lead to what has been labeled “disrespectful” 
or even dangerous behavior. If you are using 
-R, then the “rules” about not letting the 
horse move YOUR feet are useful because 
you have no other way except pressure and 
escalation (including punishment if needed) 
to teach and reliably get safer, more polite 
behavior. 

But punishment or even very small 
“corrections” have no place in a +R/
positive reinforcement context because 
we are working with completely different 
neuro/endocrine chemistry. The “rules” are 
completely different because the context in 
which the horse is learning and behaving is 
completely different. The horse is different.

With +R, we have other options for teaching 
a horse the kind of behavior we want, and 
so we don’t need to use old-style -R “setting 
boundaries” with corrections.  But the most 
important reason is that in order for +R to 
work, the horse must always trust that he will 
never again be punished.
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If I “correct” him for THIS He will NOT offer THIS

Draumur catches me trying to zip up my coat, 
and sniffs my pockets (where the treats are). 
He already knows he won’t find a treat this way, 
but it’s a natural response to still want to sniff 
for them. He has learned (through experience 
and +R, not punishment) to never bite, but if I 
were worried that he might, I would not be in 
this position with him. But I would never correct 
(punish) him for this. I don’t react at ALL to this 
behavior, because while I don’t want to reinforce/
reward it, I also don’t want to shut down his 
“seeking” behavior.

If I “correct” or punish Draumur for any seeking behaviors, he 
will quickly STOP offering behaviors. And most of the magic in 
using intrinsic +R is in those offered behaviors. I can’t expect 
him to offer intrinsically rewarding behaviors unless he feels 
completely safe and empowered to try things.



No matter how excited and impatient your 
horse is at the beginning, if you stick to the 
“rules”, chances are you won’t need to do 
any extra training to teach your horse to 
have better, safer treat-related behaviors.

For the few horses that do still have trouble, 
here are a couple more things to try:

1. Keep being patient, but have a way to 
stay safer during this phase. For most 
horses, better treat-related emotions and 
behavior are just a matter of more time. 
(Assuming you are extremely strict/careful 
about following the “rules”).
One of the simplest ways to make it 
easier and safer for both of you is to use 
“protected contact”, where you work with 
the horse from the other side of a fence, 
rail, or other barrier. This protects you from 
the horse (while he’s still working on his self-
control) but also protects the horse from 
you (or your reactions to his behavior). 

2. Use the clicker to train the horse to 
stay a safe distance from you.  (for example, 
using a very looooong target)

You’ll get through it

Elfaxi is an extremely high-spirit, high-energy stallion who found 
the treats and clicker stimulating and exciting, but he settled into 
it well and within two weeks of starting (when this photo was 
taken), he was calm and gentle taking the treats.
It can take two months or more for the horse to fully trust 
that yes, this is how it works now and become patient enough 
to hear the click and then wait while you search for the treat, 
unzip the other pocket, remove your gloves, fumble around. 
But typically within 10 to 14 days of introducing the clicker and 
treats, even the most energetic stallion or demanding mare 
starts to become confident about the process, and patient 
waiting for the treat they know with absolute certainty will be 
delivered.
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WARNING: This eBook is not 
meant as a how-to for introducing a 
clicker and treats to your horse!
While using the clicker and treats is required for the 
posture work, we assume/expect that by the time you start 
the exercises (starting with the Crunch, covered in this 
book), your horse already knows how the clicker works. 

This book is meant to give you an overview of the process 
and answer a few questions in advance, but there are 
books on clicker training that can help you get started. 
At the very least, you must go through a process called 
“charging the clicker” (sometimes called “conditioning the 
clicker”) which is where your horse learns to associate the 
clicker with the treat. 

This typically takes no more than one or two sessions, 
and most people do it using a “target”. We STRONGLY 
recommend for those who are new to this that you get 
The Click That Teaches by Alexandra Kurland. If you have a 
horse with any emotional control issues, especially where 
treats are concerned, you absolutely need this book.

Alexandra Kurland first brought 
clicker training into the horse 
world, and is considered one 
of the leading equine positive 
reinforcement trainers on the 
planet. Her book “The Click That 
Teaches” is an easy-to-follow 
guide for getting started and 
troubleshooting, while “Clicker 
Training for your Horse” is more 
focused on the theory.

Karen Pryor brought clicker 
training to the dog world (and 
was the original inspiration for 
Alexandra Kurland in bringing it 
to horses). If you are interested 
in the origins of clicker training, 
and a fascinating read on animal 
behavior (and dog training), 
“Don’t Shoot The Dog” should 
be on your list.

If your horse has treat issues,

 GET THIS BOOK NOW!



Most horses learn to link the clicker with a treat in just one or two five-minute 
sessions! There are many ways to do it, but a summary of our favorite is below. 
Again, if you have never used a clicker OR treats with your horse, we strongly urge 
you to get one of Alexandra Kurland’s books (see the previous page).

Introducing the clicker

• Hold a “target” (we use a piece of foam or a tennis ball taped to the end of a 
stick) in front of the horse and invite him to sniff it. 

• The nano-second he touches it with his nose, click, and then immediately hold 
out a treat. 

• Repeat. Repeat. Repeat. 

• Make it easy for him to sniff it. 

• Deliver the treat within ONE second of clicking. 

• Do this 20 times.  That’s it. 

• Next day, do it again. Even better, do it twice the first day.

How does the horse even know a click means treat?
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Totally normal possible things the horse might do at first:

Try to go straight for the treat (why not?) If the horse tries to ignore the target and go straight 
for your pocket, don’t react, just stand like a stone. If you’re afraid the horse will bite your pocket, then 
back out of the way but never push your horse’s head away. Remember, the whole point is to encourage 
the brain’s “seeking” behavior. Very soon, you’ll want to employ that seeking behavior to shape all sorts of 
wonderful behaviors and movement, and if you suppress it now, you might never get it back.

Be startled by the clicker sound at first (if it’s too loud, cover it with a hand towel).

Look away, look disinterested. (Completely normal response the first one or two sessions)

Become EXTREMELY excited by the treats, become grabby, push into your space, become frustrated. 
[Note: if he gets frustrated, be sure you follow the earlier rules: make sure the horse has recently eaten 
hay, and try lower value treats.]

The only goal is to get the horse to sniff the target and take the treat. If the horse doesn’t want to sniff 
the target, find something you know he will sniff. If he doesn’t want the treat, stop the activity completely 
until you can figure out a high-value treat he will take. If he keeps looking away, make sure he doesn’t feel 
pressured by the target (or you). He should feel more like you’re inviting him to be curious about it. Keep 
the target in the easiest location for him to sniff it. This must be as effortless as possible for the horse.

Again, if you have never given your horse treats by hand, we strongly urge you to read a book 
or watch a video from Alexandra Kurland or others on how to introduce the clicker to a horse. 
While it IS just this simple to do (and for the horse to understand), a book or video will help you 
troubleshoot and prevent possible problems with your own treat delivery.
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Steinar does not try to keep 
Draumur’s attention at every 
moment. Our goal is not to 
keep the horse “connected” at 
all times. If Draumur decides 
he wants to walk away, he walks 
away. 

If Draumur decides to do 
something else, we do not 
try to compete with whatever 
else he wants to do. We never 
try to chase the horse and 
“encourage” him to keep 
interacting. We let him know 
that WE are still willing to 
engage, but the less we EXPECT 
and WANT from the horse, the 
more the horse starts offering 
and wanting to engage. But 
this takes time. Most horses 
need a few months to learn to 
TRUST they have a choice.
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When can your boss phase out your paycheck?
When can your coach stop giving you feedback?

Never.  The correct answer is Never.

That does NOT mean you must click and treat for everything, always. People who train exclusively with 
a clicker can still perform in horse shows, go on long trail rides, and work with their horses in a wide 
range of situations. 

BUT... there is never a time when you simply stop using +R, and for us that means positively 
reinforcing certain behaviors with a treat reward. Remember, there are really TWO main choices for 
getting a horse to do something he would otherwise NOT do: threats or promise of rewards. 

And since intrinsic motivation is NOT psychologically compatible (according to the science) with force, 
we don’t want to ever go back to escalating -R (remember, mild pressure/release is usually OK, it’s 
about never escalating).

What does happen over time is that given the same average number of treats per session, the horse 
performs more difficult, advanced, complex behaviors, and for a longer duration. In other words, you will 
still be using +R — still clicking (and treating) — but for harder, longer performance. How often and 
for what you click depends largely on how effortful it was for the horse to do it. As certain behaviors/
movements become easier for the horse, they need much less reinforcement.

When can we phase out the treats?



Average Number of 
Treats per Session

0

50

Horse’s Time / Experience 
with Clicker

First 
Time

10 Years

Average Performance 
Level per Treat

First 
Attempt

Expert

Horse’s Time / Experience 
with Clicker

First 
Time

10 Years

The average number of treats 
per session might NOT change...

...but what the horse does to 
EARN that treat WILL

We never stop recognizing, reinforcing, rewarding 
the horse. Ever. Because this is about far more 
than just teaching a behavior. This is about giving 
the horse a reason to continue working with us 
that does NOT involve force and implied threats.

As the horse continues to learn and grow and 
develop increasingly complex and challenging 
behaviors, the average level of performance per 
each treat — including the duration of a given 
movement — will steadily increase over time. You 
may still be giving out 25 treats (i.e. clicking 25 
times) during a session, but your horse will often 
be doing something amazing for those clicks.  

We never “phase out” the treats
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you never stop with the treats

With Intrinzen, you never stop or reduce the amount of treats 
your horse “earns” for performance during a session. But what 
the horse does to earn them will change. Where Draumur was 
once clicked for just a single stride of “fancy trot”, he will now 
perform many more consecutive strides, and with better, more 
effortful movement, before earning a treat.



When do I click? How often do I click?  For what do I click?

All of this will be made clear when you learn more about positive reinforcement and clicker 
training. But you don’t need to know all the science to get started and be effective with clicker 
training, as long as you follow a few guidelines. Just remember, these guidelines are based on 
decades of behavioral science. We use these guidelines for the behaviors we DO shape, because 
they’ve been proven to work. (But remember, we also use the clicker/treats in some ways that 
are VERY different from behavioral science, because we use other forms of motivation and 
movement science as well).

Four main reasons to click (in most “normal” clicker training):

Teaching a new behavior: set up a scenario where the nano-behavior (the teeny little piece of 
the skill you are first starting with) happens every 5 to 10 seconds, and click 100% of the time 
he does it.

Reinforcing a previously-learned but still new behavior: click approximately 50% of the time the 
horse does it, and be generous in your criteria (i.e. say, “that’s good enough” at least half the 
time he tries it). 

Getting a solid behavior to be bigger, better, or longer: click approximately 25% of the time the 
horse does it, unless the horse gives you something more. If he gives you more than he’s been 
doing, then click no matter what. In other words, treat the “bigger better” version as though it 
were a brand new behavior and put it on a VERY high reinforcement schedule, meanwhile click 
the older/less-good version less often.

Rewarding for a nice “feeling”: whenever you want to say, “thanks, I like how this is going,” 
without rewarding a specific behavior. (Though the horse won’t be sure what you clicked for.)

A little about Reinforcement Schedules



How frequently do you click?
Reinforcing a learned, hard behavior: 
Here, I’m about to click Draumur for doing two 
continuous circles of liberty canter in a nice bend 
and frame. He already knows this, but it’s still hard for 
him and I want to remind him that I value it.

Teaching NEW: I am clicking Draumur for ANY 
attempt to go over the jump when I point to it. At this 
stage, I will click EVERY attempt regardless of whether 
he knocks it down, steps on it, walks over it, etc. If he is 
moving toward it, I’ll click. Later, I will raise my criteria, but 
now, all that matters is he is moving toward the jump.

Intrinsically Awesome: This is what we sometimes 
refer to as “Click for Badass”, and it’s something we use 
MOST OFTEN in the first three months of starting a 
horse in this way. In fact, MOST of what we do with a 
horse in the first three months is NOT clicking for a 
“specific” movement, but for just “showing off ”.

To Increase Performance or Duration: Steinar 
is about to click Vafi for giving better performance in the 
Panther Walk exercise (which he already knows well). He 
has already taken 5 strides, but Vafi realized that he should 
probably try to ‘go bigger’, and offered something more.

YES!!

NEW thing

MORE effort

Awesome
feeling

rate: HIGH

rate: MEDIUM

rate: LOW for “normal”

rate: MEDIUM-HIGH for 
a horse new to this work, 
LOW-MEDIUM for 
more experienced horses.

approx. 25-50%

100% 90 – 100% we click increases 
in performance/duration as if 
it were a NEW behavior.

approx. 25 - 75%

rate: HIGH for “bigger”
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Walking Casually

Extremely LOW reinforcement. As in NEVER.

Steinar might never click for Elfaxi simply walking 
forward casually. If Steinar felt that Elfaxi could use 
a little extra external motivation, he would NOT 
reward for what the stallion is doing, but instead 
ask him to do a more challenging movement, 
and then reward for THAT.

Fancy Collected Movements (new)

Extremely HIGH reinforcement. 

Steinar might click EVERY attempt the first few days or 
week that Elfaxi is offering and then learning to sustain and 
refine a new, difficult movement. That could mean every 
few seconds there is a loop of: suggest, click for any attempt, 
deliver the treat, wait for him to finish chewing, repeat.

High and Low Reinforcement Rates

[Note:  in our courses, we discuss ideas for how to use reinforcement schedules within an intrinsic motivation context]
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Panther Walk — Horse new to learning it

Extremely HIGH reinforcement. 

Steinar might click every stride the first few days that Kommi 
is offering any step of this special (and challenging) walk. And 
Steinar will ignore anything else Kommi is doing, and click 
regardless of whether Kommi’s head is in a good position, 
what his hind legs are doing, etc. All that matters now is that 
he is making ANY attempt at reaching more with his front leg, 
and it doesn’t matter which leg.

High and Low Reinforcement Rates

Panther Walk — Horse has mastered it

LOW/MEDIUM reinforcement,  increased performance & 
duration. 

Draumur has been doing Panther Walk for more than a year. 
He can sustain it for many consecutive strides and perform it 
at different speeds and levels of collection. But because it’s still 
(and always will be) an effortful, difficult movement, Steinar 
still keeps a strong reinforcement rate. But rather than click for 
every stride, he will (usually) ask for MANY consecutive strides 
and high performance before clicking.
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When the horse is first learning a new behavior (which could mean a small chunk or 
“sub task” of a more complex thing), you click every time he does the tiniest hint of 
what you want. Imagine you want to teach a horse to touch his nose to a plastic bag. 
You wait until he sniffs it. Click. He sniffs it again. Click. And again and again and again. 
Every time he sniffs it you click. Every time. Every time. Until you’re absolutely 
certain he gets it, because he’s doing it consistently and reliably. You present the 
target, he sniffs it. 

But a high/motivating rate of reinforcement is not just high percentage of attempts 
but also a high number of clicks per minute. And that means you must be rewarding 
something that is so incrementally small/do-able for the horse that you can be 
clicking every few seconds! Remember, though, we do this ONLY in the VERY 
beginning of starting a horse on clicker training. VERY quickly we move to a stage 
where we are NOT using high reinforcement unless the horse is doing extremely 
effortful movements!

If you pick a small task to reinforce but the horse it not able to do it with high 
frequency, it doesn’t matter that it’s an easy task and that you’re rewarding it 100% 
of the time he tries it. The problem is that he’s not performing it (and being 
reinforced) frequently enough, so he’s not getting enough reinforcement to really 
nail it. When teaching a new behavior, choose a task that is both easy AND can have 
a high frequency. For example, if you are trying to get the horse to sniff a bag on 
the ground, but he is more comfortable with his head higher and keeps going down 
to the ground then back up to you, you might start with the bag higher, nearer the 
position in which he is most comfortable so that he makes more frequent attempts. 
It’s the high frequency that matters here, not so much the high rate of reinforcement 

Reinforce early and often for new behaviors!

Tyr is just now learning 
to follow the bag and is 
clicked every time he 
touches it. Thus the rate of 
reinforcement is extremely 
high (100% of his attempts 
to step on the bag.)

And to also keep the clicks-
per-minute high, Helga moves 
the bag very slowly and no 
more than a meter in front 
of him. It is not meaningful 
or motivating for Tyr if it’s 
too difficult to actually catch 
the bag, so he needs a lot of 
chances at first to “get” it.



Ideas for better learning and motivation
IF the horse knows the behavior but won’t sustain it, 

THEN try:  click earlier for less effort

Either the horse is finding it difficult and perhaps not WORTH 
the too-infrequent clicks, OR the horse is simply confused on 
what you actually want. Either way, increase your reinforcement 
rate for a short time and see if that helps. Note: it often will 
NOT help, but it’s just the first/easiest thing to try. DO NOT 
KEEP LOWERING YOUR STANDARDS!!

IF the horse becomes disinterested,

THEN try:  return to a behavior he loves
with a VERY high rate of reinforcement.

Return briefly to a high rate of reinforcement for a very short 
time on a behavior you know he loves and can easily do, and THEN 
switch to a much lower rate of reinforcement OR start shaping a 
new behavior or harder version of an existing one. The goal is to 
find a reason to give him a high rate of reinforcement temporarily, 
while you try to figure out why he’s less interested. Is he simply tired 
or confused? Have you been pushing for a lot of extended, difficult 
movements? Is it simply time for a new challenge? Often, the answer 
is to do more ENERGETIC movements!

At first, Draumur would do just two 
steps of “fancy” trot and then drop 
back to his default/normal trot.

If Draumur starts losing interest, it 
could be because he’s decided the 
effort is not worth it. He could be 
tired and feeling like my current 
low-value treats aren’t worth 10 
effortful strides of passage.



IF the horse knows the behavior well and does it reliably, 
but the performance is low, 

THEN try: withhold clicks

Experiment with reducing your reinforcement rate to see what 
happens. For behaviors the horse already knows, clicking less 
frequently is often more motivating and can cause the horse to 
offer bigger, more expressive versions of the behavior to try to 
get you to click. But if you reduce clicks and then the horse stops 
doing the behavior completely, then it might be that increasing the 
performance is too difficult for him right now, OR that the value 
of the treats is not high enough for this effort (try a better treat!) 

IF the horse knows the behavior but does NOT offer it 
reliably and/or seems reluctant in offering it

THEN try: increase clicks

Return to a VERY high rate of reinforcement, possibly EVERY 
attempt. The horse may not understand exactly which behavior 
you are clicking for, and may have assumed when you clicked the 
behavior, it was for something else he was doing at the same time.

More ideas for better learning and motivation

Draumur has a much more 
expressive “fancy” trot than this, 
and Steinar knows this.

Kommi now knows Panther Walk, 
but he doesn’t yet offer it reliably.



IF the horse won’t offer the behavior you want to shape,

THEN try: find a smaller chunk to start with

Break the behavior into an even smaller first chunk, and reward the 
smallest attempt. This is when you might have to bring all your creative 
brainstorming to the behavior by repeatedly asking, “what might cause 
this to happen?” Can you set up a context where the horse will — 
perhaps as a side-effect — do a first step toward what you ultimately 
want? (Remember the example of “sniffing the plastic bag” as a 
possible first step toward canter departs! The first small chunk might 
not look anything at all like the final behavior. Think: stepping stones.

IF you are just starting a session with a horse OR first working 
with a horse that knows the exercises but does not know YOU,

THEN start with easier behaviors on high reinforcement

Core posture (what we used to call “crunches”) or Panther Walk are 
especially good to “name the game” and get the horse mentally, emotionally, 
and physically warmed-up. Especially for horses still fairly new to this, or 
that have had -R work mixed with +R work. Sometimes it’s just a way to 
tell the horse that this is the kind of person YOU are... one who recognizes his 

Still more ideas for better learning and motivation

Tyr was not initially interested 
in chasing the plastic bag, but he 
was willing to sniff or step on it.

This was Helga’s first session with 
Vafi, so she needed to quickly show 
him that she would welcome his 
big expressive movements.
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The first steps of a behavior you’re shaping look nothing like the behavior you’re after. But once you get that 
first step solidly for a session or two of very high reinforcement (clicking virtually every attempt), it’s crucial to 
start reducing clicks. Lowering our reinforcement rate is the only way the horse will offer more, and by more 
we mean more repetitions or more effort. You’ll know you dropped it too low if the horse starts losing interest 
in the behavior or even in participating in the rest of the session. If that happens, temporarily increase your 
reinforcement rate by lowering your criteria for what is “click worthy”, or switch to a different behavior that 
you know they love and can do easily, and that you’re willing to keep on a high rate of reinforcement.

Waiting too long before raising the criteria (i.e. withholding clicks, asking for more) can slow your horse’s 
progress, and make it harder for him to move into the more effortful behaviors that are intrinsically motivating. 
But ramping up too soon can lead to demotivation, and the horse might decide it’s just not worth the effort. 
The goal is to just keep experimenting with reinforcement rates!

Upping the criteria for duration and performance

Tyr is in the earliest stages of learning the 
Panther Walk. In his first few days, he would 
be clicked for every attempt, just one stride 
with a bigger reach was enough to mark 
and treat. But now that he has three strides 
reliably, Helga can begin withholding clicks 
(some of the time) to encourage him to do 
more. 

After the first three strides, if he does NOT 
get a click, he will either continue taking 
strides (or trying) OR he might try making 
his strides bigger. Both are goals. If he loses 
interest in trying, then she’ll return to 
clicking earlier again.
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In operant conditioning with positive reinforcement, studies have found that the most motivating 
reinforcement schedule is “intermittent variable”, which means the horse cannot predict exactly when 
he will be given a click/treat. If you give the horse a treat every time he does a behavior, once he already 
knows that behavior and can perform it reliably, he’ll be more motivated by getting fewer — but always 
unpredictable — rewards for that same behavior. This is the exact behavioral science behind the addictive 
power of slot machines. In the animal (including human) brain, the “good feeling” (dopamine reward 
system) associated with variable reward schedules is actually coming from the anticipation, not the 
reward itself.  

For the EXtrinsic motivation provided by the clicker and treat, the horse should always be assuming 
the click MIGHT come at ANY time. He continues to do the hard work in part (because of how brains 
work) because he is always anticipating a possible payout. If you reduce your reward schedule too low, 
the horse will eventually stop anticipating the possibility of a payout, and motivation will drop.

But that also explains why if your reward schedule never varies and you give the horse a reward EVERY 
TIME, his motivation will also decrease. Because remember, it’s the anticipation and the possibility 
of a reward the brain loves, and if you give a reward every time, you’ve turned the motivation of the 
possibility, into a certainty. And if it’s a certainty, then the horse can simply decide whether or not it’s 
worth it. When the reward schedule is intermittent and variable, then it becomes more of a game to the 
horse. A game called, “What will cause the human to deliver a payout?”

But this also means you should be diligent when upping the criteria and withholding clicks to still 
sometimes click early. If you want the horse to do 10 consecutive strides, and you start withholding clicks 
and then always clicking somewhere around 8 to 11 strides, you may be “training” the horse that the first 
8 strides won’t earn a reward, so why put in the big effort... keep the horse guessing and hopeful.

Intermittent Variable Reward (unpredictable but possible)
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Fixed vs. Variable Reinforcement Ratios

Fixed

High
Click for every  
attempt

Low
Click for every 4th
attempt

Variable

Medium
Click 50% of attempts

Low
Click 20% of attempts

MORE motivating

LESS motivating

Predictable

Unpredictable



Photo by Jeff Kubina from the milky way galaxy (Slot Machine) [CC BY-SA 2.0 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons

Intermittent Variable Reward drives the addictive power of slot machines
The psychological pull of intermittent variable reward is powerful. So powerful, in fact, that 
it’s been proven to be the ideal reinforcement schedule for games designed specifically to 
increase engagement and even addiction. Reinforcement rates in casinos are tuned to offer the 
person playing just enough reason to believe a payout will happen if they keep playing. Both the 
“intermittent” and the “variable” matter. We don’t know precisely when the reward will happen, 
but the payouts happen just often enough to keep us hopeful.
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keep the horse guessing
Draumur knows that no matter how difficult the exercise is, 
EVERY stride might still be the one that gets the click. Every 
stride contains the possibility. If he knew he’d always have to 
do 20 strides, the first 19 would not be motivating, and he 
might feel it isn’t worth it. This is crucial for using EXTRINSIC 
motivation (clicker/treats). Of course our goal is to go beyond 
this, so that these movements are NOT just “about the treat”.
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This could be it. This could be the stride!  
Or maybe the NEXT one. Sometimes 

she clicks after just ONE stride. But if she 
doesn’t, maybe I should go a little bigger...
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Animals do not have to be consciously counting the number of attempts between clicks for their 
subconscious brain to detect a ratio pattern. If we use a fixed ratio for hard behaviors, even if we aren’t 
doing it intentionally, the horse will have less reason to be motivated in-between clicks. And what we 
don’t want is a horse that is basically “phoning it in” for the first 6 strides and THEN going big when he 
thinks it’s near the time for reinforcement.

Fixed Ratio (especially for hard behaviors) can DEmotivate

NOT motivated (because why go big when 
you KNOW you won’t get a click for these?

Motivated for THIS stride
And for THIS stride 
(assuming the horse 
feels it’s worth trying)
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Let’s say you want to reinforce for a big movement approximately twice for every 14 strides, and 
that you are hoping for more performance and or duration. Keep the ratio, but make the timing 
unpredictable. That means in some cases, you still might click after just two strides!

Keep the ratio, vary the timing 

Fixed

Variable

NOT motivating 
in-between clicks, 
because the ratio 
is predictable.

Not predictable, so 
ALWAYS motivating. 
Any stride could be 
The One.
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When you click, the horse must stop to get his reward. The whole point of the clicker is to bridge the gap 
between the behavior you marked and the horse being in a position to actually take the treat. The rule is: 
the click ends the behavior. Always. Every time. No matter what the horse was doing.

You don’t ask for the stop when you click, the horse stops himself. For most horses this a non-issue when 
you’re doing standing posture work, but they might struggle with this when moving (and later, with a rider), 
because they’ve been trained to NEVER stop unless explicitly asked. But just as a horse learns to associate 
certain body language, pressure, or verbal cues with “whoa”, the click sound also takes on the role of a 
“stop” signal. But it’s not, “stop”, it’s really “that was great, now here’s your reward”, and the horse stopping 
is simply the natural consequence of him having to get his reward. Most horses take only a day or two to 
learn that this “stop to get your treat” applies at all times, no matter if the horse is moving or even has 
a rider. But be prepared for any horse learning the clicker to NOT stop the first time they hear the click 
when moving faster than a walk, and imagine them thinking, “Are you sure it’s OK to just STOP because 
you didn’t actually tell me to stop?” Help the horse learn that yes, it’s OK to stop.

Trainers new to +R sometimes have problems with the “click ends the behavior” because they want to 
acknowledge the horse is doing the right thing, but still keep him going. They don’t want the behavior they 
most want to keep... ending. To fully appreciate why that need not be a concern is outside the scope of this 
book, but we will talk a little later in this book about developing a “keep going, you’re on the right track” 
signal, but this must NEVER become the role of the clicker itself. Click means DONE. Every time.

The click ends that instance of the behavior, and increases the likelihood of getting it again.

The horse must stop to collect the reward for the behavior you just clicked, but now the horse is more 
motivated to (when he’s finished chewing) do that behavior again. The fact that he must stop to collect the 
treat does not impact your ability to slowly shape for longer duration. 

The click ALWAYS means “whoa”
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+R is the only form of training where the horse 
willingly offers more than you ask. If we don’t click, 
our experienced horses will naturally assume we 
want more effort, and they will try new behaviors. 



This is super super super important for us, and since it is at the heart of what we care about, our use of the 
science and our opinions on how to use ALL forms of motivation is much too complicated to try to explain 
in this eBook.

But one area that is straightforward is this: Behavioral science is pretty clear on THIS part: If a horse is 
performing a behavior he would not want to do ANY part of EVER in ANY circumstance 
for his own enjoyment, then there are only TWO reasons is would do it. Just Two. To earn a reward (or 
the possibility of a reward) or to avoid a BAD consequence.

If the horse is not doing the thing-he-would-not-otherwise-do for the possibility of a reward, then he is doing 
it out of fear of consequences. That’s the hard truth many of us try to avoid thinking about. Even if the horse 
has not once been smacked, kicked, or jerked by the lead rope for more than year, the -R trained horse 
always knows that his compliance is NOT an option. The most obedient, well-behaved horses are never 
acting out of an internal desire to make a human happy, but out of realizing that obedience and compliance 
lead to less discomfort than NOT being obedient and compliant.

But there is one way, one context where horses do engage in hard, effortful, intense “work” purely because 
they want to — INTRINSIC MOTIVATION. 

Play and showing off for other horses.

With Intrinzen exercises, we’re increasing our chances for motivation by using two different motivation 
pathways — the EXtrinsic motivation triggered by the possibility of a click/treat reward — and the INtrinsic 
motivation of specific behaviors that are themselves intrinsically rewarding for their own sake. 

This is a complicated path to motivation — combining intrinsic and extrinsic motivation — but it is our best chance 
for producing the big effortful movements that lead to the biggest fitness benefits, and that are most likely to 
dramatically improve the horse’s life during the other 23.5 hours each day when he’s NOT doing “work” with you.

Is the horse doing it ONLY for the reward?
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Intrinzen is using the behavioral science of +R 
combined with the science of intrinsic motivation 
and modern movement science. Some of what our 
horse does is motivated by the intermittent variable 
rewards. But some is motivated by the intrinsically 
rewarding feeling of play and showing off. 
However, we must always give the treat rewards 
because this is still part of the “game.”



Of all the questions to ask about the Intrinzen program, this may 
be the most important. Because the answer is at the heart of what 
Intrinzen is about, and why it might look different from most training 
approaches.

The short answer is that the entire program has been designed to 
engage a horse’s intrinsic desire for agile, show-off, playful, “badass” 
behaviors without overly frustrating the horse and without harming 
the human. We say “overly frustrating” because not all frustration is 
inherently bad. In play — for both humans and animals — a big part 
of what makes playful behavior rewarding is that there are “desirable 
difficulties”, in other words, the challenges and (minor) frustrations 
we willingly seek out and enjoy. 

The key is that these behaviors are built carefully within a 
framework designed to help the horse and human explore the joys 
of intrinsically rewarding activities without taking unnecessary risks. 
But since we could never guarantee with absolute certainty that the 
horse will not become frustrated, we approach training with a set of 
tools that help the horse quickly recover and return over and over 
and over again to a more relaxed state. We help the relationship 
with the horse become more robust, so that when and if there IS 
frustration, minor upsets, miscommunication, etc. it’s no big deal, 
totally recoverable, and nobody gets hurt or angry.

How do you know this is play and not 
frustration or anger?



We not only accept some ears-back/arched-neck attitude, we actively encourage it as part of the postures 
and behaviors the horse associates with being an awesome, proud, playful, show-off, “badass.” The context in 
which a horse has his ears back matters deeply to us, but as you can see in this five-day old foal Lego, the 
“ears back” is PART of the movement itself, because it’s part of the full expression. When we said we do 
NOT “shape” the bigger movements, this is part of what we mean. If we tried to SHAPE this exact behavior, 
mechanically, without the “ears back” but simply as a movement, we might NEVER GET THERE. Instead, we 
try to create a situation where this VERY NATURAL, completely authentic movement/behavior will happen 
(must be voluntary!) and we’re there to “capture” it with a click. The “ears back” are part of THIS behavior, 
and we do not mind because the FEELING behind it is even more important to us than the exact movement.

But his ears are back! Isn’t that a bad thing?



Did you ever play the “getting hotter/getting colder” game? One variation involves someone hiding an 
object, and then the “player” has to try to find it. The person who hid the object calls out “you’re getting 
warmer” when the player gets closer, and “you’re getting colder” as they move further away. 

In traditional -R training, the “getting warmer” signal for the horse is a release of pressure, while the 
“getting colder” signal is either MORE pressure, different pressure, or even a correction.  In +R training, 
we have a “getting hotter” signal, which is the actual bridge (the marker “click”).  But we also need a 
form of “you’re getting warmer” signal that tells the horse “hey keep doing what you are doing and 
there will probably be a click!” And if you use a “getting warmer” signal (and of course the ultimate 
“hot” signal, the click) then the horse quickly learns that if you are NOT giving any signal at all, then it 
probably means he is “getting colder”. 

We do nothing. “Doing nothing”, for a +R horse, is usually a very effective “getting colder” signal. It 
tells the horse he’s not heading down a path that will lead to a click, and most experienced +R-trained 
horses will then attempt to do something else. 

But this brings up another important point... the “you’re getting warmer” signal. Most horses learn 
one even if the person wasn’t intentionally trying to develop it, simply because we all have a “tell” — 
something the horse learns to recognize as a good predictor of an upcoming click. We use two different 
“warmer” signals, discussed on the next page.

Without pressure/release, what else can we communicate 
to the horse beyond just the click?
How do we tell the horse he’s doing the right thing but that 
we want him to keep going? 
How do we tell the horse he’s doing the wrong thing?



When we first start teaching a horse about the clicker, our reinforcement 
is so high — virtually every attempt — that we don’t need any other signal 
to tell him he’s on the right track. The click itself is sending that message. 
But as we start building more duration for difficult movements, we need 
a way to tell the horse he’s “getting warmer.” We need a way to say, “keep 
doing this and a click will be coming!” Remember, if we do nothing, the 
horse might assume that we want him to do something different, especially 
if the behavior is not yet on a cue. If we want the horse to know that “yes, 
this is exactly what I want and keep going!” we can use a single word: “Yes!” 

The horse automatically learns to associate “Yes!” with “keep going and 
you’ll get a click” if we say it at a little before the click. Two key points in 
helping the horse learn the “keep going” signal:

1. If you say “Yes!” then make sure you click soon after. Before long, the 
horse recognizes that “Yes!” is a predictor of a click, as long as he keeps 
doing what he’s doing. 

2. Do not say “Yes!” and then immediately click, or the horse might think of 
“Yes!”as simply another click, and  he might actually stop when he hears it.

The “keep going” signals: “Yes!”

Yes!

Yes!
Yes!

Yes!



While “Yes!” tells the horse he is doing the right thing, the goal 
for “Yes!” is build duration, to increase the number of consecutive 
strides of the behavior he’s doing when you say “Yes!” But you can 
add another variation of a “keep going” signal with “More...”  The idea 
of “More...” is to tell the horse that he is on the right track, but you 
are looking for more effort.  For the horse, “More...” will not be as 
strong a predictor of a click compared to “Yes!”, because “Yes!” says, 
“You’re already doing exactly the right thing and just keep going”, but 
“More...” says, “you aren’t yet doing enough for a click, but you could 
be with just a little more effort.”

In the Intrinzen program, we use “More...” exclusively for the posture 
exercises, so for our horses, “More...” always means “more weight on 
the hind-quarters.” But you might choose to develop “More...” (or 
some other word) as a signal for more effort in other exercises as 
well.  And of course you could combine the two “keep going” signals 
to say both “Yes!” and “More...” for behaviors in which you want 
more duration and more effort.

To help the horse learn the “More...” signal, try to use it only when 
you feel the horse is going to offer more, and then click the moment 
he does. If you say “More...” too often in situations where the horse 
doesn’t end up getting a click, then the signal will have little meaning.

[Again, this is meant to be an overview, not a tutorial on how to 
use cues and signals. For more details, refer to one of the books 
mentioned earlier.]

The “keep going” signals: “More...”
More...

More...

More...



Horses are smart and extremely perceptive. If they see you do 
something consisently just before you click, your click will lose 
precision. 

The most common “tell” for those new to clicker training is 
reaching into your pocket for a treat just before clicking. 

A key skill for clicker training is to never let the horse 
know you are about to click until you actually do.

This is different from a “keep going” signal because your “tells” 
are what you do just before clicking, and they’re not conscious. 
For you, at least. For the horse, though, the signals are quite 
clear. If there’s something you do to get ready to click, like 
reach into your pocket or reposition your hand over the clicker 
itself —or any shift in body language no matter how subtle — 
the horse may assume that what he was doing at the time of 
your “tell” was the behavior being reinforced, not the behavior 
a second later when you actually clicked. That’s a problem. That 
could mean the difference between a leg coming up (what you 
want) and a leg on the ground.

This is even more significant when riding. You’ll need to 
consciously remind yourself at first to try to “sneak” your click 
in such a way the horse never knew the exact moment it was 
going to happen. Even a “keep going” signal does not say when 
you will click, only that you probably will at some point.

Warning: mind your “tells”

Helga reached into her pocket just before the click, 
and since Tyr knows that pocket-predicts-treat, Helga 
inadvertently reinforced whatever he was doing at the 
moment she reached into her pocket, and NOT the 
moment of the click.

To preserve the clarity and precision of the click, try to 
give NOTHING away with your body language that tells 
the horse you are just about to click unless it is your own 
carefully-chosen, deliberately used “keep going” signal.
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Sneak your click

“Hah! I surprised you with 
that click, didn’t I?”

The exact moment of the 
click should always come as 
a surprise to the horse, even 
if you’ve made it clear with 
a “keep going” signal that 
one IS coming. Try to make 
your physical act of clicking 
impossible for the horse to 
see until the moment he 
hears the click. That means 
your hand must already 
be in position. Don’t reach 
into your pocket or change 
anything before the click.
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If you click This

If you click, you must give the 
horse a treat. 

If you click by accident, you 
must give the horse a treat.

If you click and then the horse 
does something you don’t want, 
you must give the horse a 
treat.

Every time. No exceptions.

The click is a contract you 
make with the horse, and you 
must honor it.  Though there 
are a few variations of training 
with a clicker that do not use 
an every-click-means-treat 
protocol, the vast majority of 
animal clicker trainers follow 
this as if it were a sacred vow 
to the animal. This is how we 
use it with Intrinzen exercises. 

And one last thing before we start...

You MUST give THIS

Every. Time. No Exceptions.


